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Introduction
Markets globalization has dramatically impacted software development. More projects are run in geographically distributed environments, and Global Software Development (GSD) is becoming a norm in the software industry. This trend makes a great impact in the Requirements Engineering (RE) and the RE practice has been a key challenge in GSD [9] . In collocated software development, synchronous (e.g. face-to-face) communication is the most important way for requirements elicitation, while in a distributed context, to overcome the time zone difference and distance barrier, asynchronous (e.g. text-based) communication is most frequently employed. Experimental research indicates that requirement communication (e.g. negotiations) is more effective when stakeholders conduct asynchronous discussions prior to the synchronous communication in a distributed RE context [5] .
Wiki, as a lightweight documentation and distributed collaboration platform, has demonstrated its capability in distributed requirements elicitation [7] and documentation [27] . Wiki mainly addresses two challenges in distributed RE: end users' participation and collaboration, by providing well-suited functions for requirements documentation, and communication with versioning support. One of the challenges in the RE field is the integration of RE activities [4] , which logically demands the integration of RE tools (functionalities) in an integrated platform supporting the whole RE process. Wiki, as a distributed requirements documentation platform, is insufficient to perform automatic requirements analysis (understand the requirements, detect their overlaps and conflicts [28] ) without decent semantic support. The other drawback of wikis is that they document requirements in free-text or templates (e.g. use case description) which cannot ensure the correct understanding of requirements due to the diversity of stakeholders' background (e.g. understanding the use cases) and interests, and the cultural and cognitive differences in a distributed context. The poorly understood requirements result in time-consuming debates, unwanted work, and finally extended lead times and costs.
Semantic wiki, as a semantic extension on plain wiki, fairly addresses above issues by providing semantic support (e.g. semantic annotation and query) [25] and has been employed in software engineering activities, such as architecture design [10] , software reuse [26] and RE activities as well. Most of existing semantic wikis focus on the requirements formalization 1 in order to promote the 1 The "formalization" of requirements in this paper refer to the explicit semantic-enabled requirements understanding and communication among stakeholders. Little work has been done on the reasoning support by the formal semantics which is fundamental for the automatic distributed requirements analysis, since requirements analysis by human effort is errorprone and in some cases unaffordable [8] . In this position paper, we propose the envisioned support (use cases) by reasoning in semantic wiki for requirements analysis with an underlying Requirements Rationale Model. We anticipate that this work can contribute to the reasoning applications of semantic wiki in the RE field. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, related work on using semantic wiki in RE, the reasoning support and rationale models in RE is reviewed and discussed. The problem to be addressed in this paper is further discussed in section 3. The use cases concerning reasoning support for requirements analysis are proposed in section 4, and the concept model of requirements rationale that support requirements reasoning are presented in section 5. In section 6, a proof of concept is provided to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed requirements rationale model. The paper concludes with next steps in section 7.
Related Work
Many practitioners and researchers already found that semantic wiki technology can be beneficial in distributed RE, and methods and tools have been proposed and developed with various focus. The SoftWiki project aims to provide an agile methodology for requirements elicitation and management in distributed software development [18] . SoftWiki focuses on semantic annotation and sharing of requirements artifacts using the underlying conceptual model -SoftWiki Ontology. The shortage of SoftWiki is that the underlying model cannot be changed, and it does not provide requirements reasoning support. The RISE (Reuse in Software Engineering) project develops the SOP-Wiki (Software Organization Platform) to manage requirements elicitation and documentation by distributed stakeholders [7] . SOP-Wiki employs the document ontology based on a use case approach, applies the semantic annotation to wiki pages (e.g. annotate a wiki page as a User Story or Actor), and defines typed links between wiki pages (e.g. Actor is PartOf User Story). SOP-Wiki offers a case-based reasoning support for the retrieval of similar documents (requirements), but it does not allow users to add semantics to requirement artifacts within a wiki page, which makes it incapable to perform automatic requirements analysis. López et al. propose the NDR (Non-functional requirements and Design Rationale) ontology to assist the understanding, and facilitate the sharing and reusing of NDR knowledge across requirements representation codified using a conceptual model or ontology of which the exact semantics are defined, e.g. in [30] .
organizations [19] . Their work mainly targets the conceptual support to knowledge management without much attention to the reasoning support by formal ontology.
Requirements are essentially the knowledge collected from all the stakeholders. Reasoning over formalized requirements (knowledge) to support requirements analysis is not new in formal RE methods. There has been a long history of using formal representation to perform automatic reasoning for requirements analysis [32] [16] . The major problem is that formal methods in RE are definitely helpful but rarely employed in practice due to the added cost and learning curve for non-technical stakeholders who are the majority in the RE process. Semantic wiki, as a lightweight knowledge management tool and methodology, may partially address this problem by providing transparent reasoning support.
Design rationale was originally proposed in the context of software design as means of presenting the "why" of a design. Rationale in RE process, which is also a design process in a broad sense [20] , plays an important role in RE as well [3] . In RE context, the rationale is about "why" a particular requirement is selected out of the others or prioritized. Most of rationale models employed in RE process are based on or original from IBIS (Issue-Based Information System) [14] . For example, Ramesh et al. proposed REMAP model, which includes the IBIS model, to record the deliberations in RE process [23] . Rooksby et al. proposed a hybrid approach to the upstream requirements negotiation by combining IBIS and cognitive mapping [24] . Thurimella et al. abstracted the rationale concepts (issue and option) from IBIS, DRL [15] and QOC [21] , and proposed the issue-based variability modeling for the selection of candidate requirements based on tradeoffs in software product line [29] . The shortage of existing rationale models (e.g. IBIS, DRL, QOC) is that they primarily focus on the representation and documentation of deliberation and argumentation process for rationale understanding and decisionmaking without automatic reasoning support.
Problem Statement
According to the analysis of related work on semantic wiki for RE activities, we focus on the reasoning support which is not fairly addressed by existing semantic wikis. The problem can be detailed as following:
Envisioned use cases of requirements analysis system: What tasks of requirements analysis can be supported by requirements reasoning? What functions should be provided to support the reasoning itself, such as producing the formalized requirements?
Underlying conceptual model for requirements reasoning: What concepts should be included in the conceptual model to support the reasoning functions, such as in [29] .
The model should be extensible for accommodating new concepts that may arise and change in distributed RE.
Shared understanding on requirements reasoning. Due to the diversity caused by distribution, distributed teams and stakeholders may have different understanding (mental models) about the requirements reasoning, so how to reconcile their conflicting views?
Implementation of specific features on semantic wiki for requirements reasoning. Although wikis are well suited for collaborative tasks, and semantic wikis provide various semantic support in certain degree. They are not originally built to analyze and reason about requirements. How to implement the reasoning support based on the existing (semantic) wikis in order to save development cost and facilitate the use of existing wikis.
Cost and benefit of using formal representation for requirements reasoning. Formal representation of requirements is beneficial and also a prerequisite for automatic requirements analysis. Producing formalized requirements in semantic wikis is not a trivial task, which contributes added cost and has unclear perceived benefits [11] . It is a key issue for practitioners to predict the cost and benefit before applying this method.
In this paper, we target the first two issues (use cases model and conceptual model). The remaining issues, which are also important, will be further investigated as next steps.
The Use Case Model
Reasoning is the process of deriving conclusions from formal representations and knowledge, which is in RE context constituted by the formalized requirements of a semantic wiki. The "conclusions" of reasoning can be of many different types according to different reasoning context and purposes. Krötzsch et al. identified four functions, with which reasoning support could provide actual benefit to wiki users [13] . The use cases (UCs) shown in Figure 1 comprise four refined functions for and of reasoning in semantic wikis [13] (UC1˜UC4) for general RE activities, and the specific use cases supported by reasoning for requirements analysis (UC4a˜UC4c). For example, UC3 (Query Requirements) is a refined function of Querying the Knowledge in [13] . The use cases descriptions are presented below, and the term "requirements specifications" in the use case description refers to the composition of the Requirements Knowledge Entity (RKE, discussed in section 5) formalized and stored in a semantic wiki.
UC1 Annotate Requirements: users can select a piece of text in a wiki page, and annotate the selected text with a concept (e.g. Motivator). The annotated text is called a RKE, which can be subject to semantically querying and reasoning. 
UC2
Browse Requirements: users can browse the annotated requirements specifications in a semantically sound way, showing related requirements, tradeoffs and stakeholders, and filtering and grouping the requirements. For example, requirements for radio telescope data processing system has thousands of requirements with different relationships to other requirements, and stakeholders and motivations. Filtering, grouping and ordering requirements is needed to display such semantic information (e.g. some requirements is causedBy other requirements).
UC3 Query Requirements: users can query the RKEs using semantic query language (e.g. SPARQL [22] ) by asking complicated queries, for example, query all the Candidate Requirements causedBy a Motivator and without any conflictWith a Obstacle (see Requirements Rationale Model in section 5).
UC4 Check Requirements: users can check the problems in requirements by reasoning over the annotated RKEs using the constraints defined in Requirements Rationale Model (i.e. if the requirements specification does indeed adhere to the constraints). This use case can be further detailed as three use cases (UC4a˜UC4c).
UC4a Check Consistency: users can check the inconsistencies in the requirements specifications by reasoning over the annotated RKEs. In RE context, inconsistent requirements are those requirements which conflict with other requirements. An inconsistent requirement can be changed, removed or tolerated for later consideration. For example, the requirement R1 "the system should have multiple levels of security check." and R2 "the system should have easy access." are conflicting requirements with each other.
UC4b Check Completeness: users can check the incompleteness in the requirements specifications by reason-ing over the annotated RKEs. In RE context, incomplete requirements are those requirements whose related and indispensable elements are not addressed. An incomplete requirement should be improved by adding related elements. For example, if a requirement R1 does not have any stakeholders who propose it, then this requirement is incomplete.
UC4c Check Correctness: users can check the incorrectness in the requirements specifications by reasoning over the annotated RKEs. The correctness is normally defined by and in line with certain formal semantics, e.g. relationships in a conceptual model. In RE context, incorrect requirements are those requirements which violate domain assumptions. An incorrect requirement should be changed or removed. For example, if there is a domain assumption of the system that "the users are accustomed to work with command interface.", then any candidate requirements about graphical user interface are incorrect requirements.
The sample reasoning rules for consistency, completeness, and correctness checking (UC4a˜UC4c) are presented in section 5 based on the Requirements Rationale Model.
Requirements Rationale Model
The general objective of requirements analysis is to understand the requirements, and detect their overlaps and conflicts [28] . Requirements analysis can be regarded as a high level design activity in problem space, which is comparable to the design activity in solution space (e.g. architecture design), performed by a requirements analyst, who needs to "design" the requirements by making tradeoff and compromise. A prerequisite of this activity is to understand the rationale underneath the requirements (i.e., why particular requirement is selected out of the others or prioritized, what is the business and technical motivations for achieving them). The rationale contains the arguments for and against each alternative requirement, including the functional (FR) and non-functional requirement (NFR) [3] . When this information is captured in the rationale for a requirement, it provides reasoning facilities for detecting the conflicts between requirements (between two FRs, two NFRs or FR and NFR) on the software system.
The Requirements Rationale Model (RRM) is heavily based on our previous work in Griffin project [1] on the rationale model for architecture design [30] , which is similar to DRL [15] with added reasoning semantics. The initial result of RRM, i.e. the derived concepts and their relationships are presented in UML as shown in Figure 2 , which is comprised of the following concepts:
Stakeholder: anyone who has direct or indirect interest to the system. Stakeholders, who can propose or objectTo any Candidate Requirement, are the original source of requirements.
Candidate Requirement: is any requirement proposed by Stakeholder, and it is also a generalized requirement of Chosen Requirement and Alternative Requirement. It relates with other requirements rationale elements and itself by conflictWith and causedBy relationships.
Chosen Requirement: for a Motivator or Obstacle, there are sometimes multiple Alternative Requirements are suitable, but only one of them is chosen (or some of them are prioritized) to address the described motivator or obstacle. The Chosen Requirement is the requirement being selected or prioritized. It is a subclass of Candidate Requirement.
Alternative Requirement: to address the Motivator or Obstacle, besides the Chosen Requirement, one or more potential Alternative Requirements can partially address the motivator or obstacle. These Alternative Requirements will be reconsidered when the system context changes. It is also a subclass of Candidate Requirement.
Motivator: is an incentive to a Candidate Requirement, and it has positive impact for a requirement to be selected or prioritized. Motivation of Chosen Requirement is subClass of Motivator.
Obstacle: is a disincentive to a Candidate Requirement, and it has negative impact for a requirement to be selected or prioritized.
Domain Assumption: is a kind of requirement statement in the "indicative" mood describing the environment as it is in the absence of the machine or regardless of the actions of the machine; these statements are also called Domain Knowledge.
RKE: since all annotated text is a kind of RKE produced by UC1, the above concepts are all subclasses of the RKE concept.
It is worthy to discuss the simplicity of this rationale model which excludes the rationale concept (the reason why a requirement is selected or prioritized) deliberately, e.g. TradeOff, Argument or Rationale. Our argument is that the objective of this model is to support the automatic reasoning for requirements checking. The rationale concept 
UC4c
is well suited to record the reason description for human understanding, but not suitable for machine processing. It is also a wise solution to extend the RRM model with rationale concepts for documenting the rationale knowledge, and provide reliable information for requirements analyst to change and evolve the system requirements. Sample reasoning rules based on the RRM model are presented in Table 1 described in natural language for easy understanding. All these rules can be formally expressed by description logic, which is the logic foundation of OWL [6] . Both of them provide the formal representation mechanism underlying most of semantic wikis [25] . As mentioned above, the RRM is not fixed, but can be extended and evolved according to concrete applications, which is natural in a distributed RE context when distributed teams or stakeholders employ various requirements models. For example, Goal concept in [31] can be extended as a subClass of Motivator concept, and Risk concept as a subClass of Obstacle concept. For the tool supporting the changeability and evolvability of RRM model, we have implemented a tool suite for architectural knowledge management using different underlying models [17] . This provides the technical foundation for the tool implementation in RE context.
From RRM to WinWin Model
To demonstrate the applicability of RRM model, we map this model into the WinWin requirements negotiation model, which is used for capturing requirements rationale knowledge during requirements negotiation, and has been successfully used in more than 100 real-world projects in various domains [2] . The WinWin negotiation model has four main conceptual artifacts, and the detailed mapping is described and discussed below: 
Conclusions and Next Steps
In this paper, we present our initial ideas and propositions about using semantic wiki for automatic distributed requirements analysis by requirements reasoning. Based on the analysis of existing work of using semantic wiki in RE field, we noticed that the reasoning support has not been fully explored. The major contributions of this paper are the following: (1) a use case model about what basic functionality semantic wikis should provide for requirements analysis in a RE perspective; and (2) an initial rationale model (RRM) to support the requirements reasoning.
We outline our next steps and research agenda in the following points: (1) implement the proposed semantic wiki for requirements reasoning based on the features survey of existing semantic wikis and wikis for RE activities; (2) perform the verification & validation of the semantic wiki approach for requirements analysis in controlled experiments (especially compared with the traditional RE tools, e.g. DOORS); (3) perform tradeoff analysis between cost and benefit of the proposed approach to understand its applicability and efficiency as a lightweight approach (e.g. in extreme programming); (4) extend and mature the RRM model by introducing concepts that may arise in a distributed RE context (e.g. cognitive and cultural concepts, speech act modality in communication, the partial satisfaction of requirements, and context of motivation etc.); (5) promote the requirements rationale understanding among different organizations who employ diverse mental models (e.g. [12] ) by knowledge translation (e.g. conceptual model mapping); (6) how to transform the tacit (personalized) RK into formalized RK for reasoning is a challenging issue.
